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Improving 3 KPI’s Critical to Insurers by John Halstead 
  

As discussed last month, there are three KPI’s critical to insurers: 
 

CSI  

Severity (incl. Rental Cost)  

Cycle Time  
 

Proactively managing these metrics will enable you to constructively partner 

with your insurers to create win-win-win situations for your mutual customers.  

 

 

CSI 
The #1 Issue for insurers is Policyholder 

Satisfaction. It has been proven that consumers 

rarely differentiate between the insurer and the 

collision center. How they feel about the claims and 

repair process reflects equally on both parties.  

 

Most CSI surveys focus on three critical questions:  
 

 √  Was the vehicle delivered on time?  

   √  Were you kept informed throughout the process?  

     √  Would you recommend this collision center to others?  
 

The first question dovetails to the KPI of cycle time as both deal with getting the vehicle back to the customer 

as quickly as possible. Being able to diagnose damage and obtain all correct parts efficiently and effectively is 

the key to meeting this objective. However, accurately and honestly setting customer expectations also 

impacts their perception of the transaction.  
 

Keeping them informed throughout the process to assure them that all is well or, if there is a delay, enables 

you to reset expectations when necessary. Proactively contacting them via voice, text, or email prevents 

incoming calls that cause unnecessary interruptions for your staff and further slows the repair process.  
 

Pre-repair inspections to document damage not related to the claim and an “active delivery” process where 

you review and “re-sell” the repair to the customer will go a long way to assure their complete satisfaction.  
 

The CSI goal is not simply that they are satisfied, but that they are completely satisfied with the repair and 

your service, and will enthusiastically tell others about it. 
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SEVERITY 
 

Severity is an issue that nearly always puts collision centers and insurers at odds. A point of common 

agreement between insurers and collision centers is to minimize rental costs by reducing cycle time. 

Beyond that, the challenge is to find the most cost-effective methods that result in a “correct” repair. Making 

prudent parts choices and “repair or replacement” decisions may give you some wiggle room for not-included 

items and profitable labor rates. 
 

Rather than being rigid, work with consumers and insurers to offer them a repair that is safe, attractive, and 

cost-effective while being paid appropriately for what you do.  
 

You can also “manage” your severity numbers by being conscious of repair choices of individual repairs as 

well as managing your mix of small and large repairs. Being really good and quick with small repairs may 

enable you to accept additional larger repairs without blowing up your severity numbers. 
 

 

CYCLE TIME 
 

For insurers, the clock starts ticking as soon as they receive the notice of a claim (i.e., an insurer or claimant 

had an accident). For most collision centers, it’s measured from drop-off to delivery. The most detailed 

industry statistics of cycle time come from the rental car companies in terms of rental days. 
 

Cycle Time affects insurers two ways:  1) The time a claim is open affects their claim reserves and the time 

their personnel are tied up processing the claim (Loss Adjusting Expense or LAE), and 2) the number of rental 

car days they must pay for. With millions of claims, a day or two less rental car expense adds up to a real cost 

savings for insurers.  
 

Reducing cycle time is a game changer for shops, as getting cars out of the door faster opens capacity for 

more repairs.  
 

The key to reducing cycle time is an effective process of repair planning to 1) fully disassemble the vehicle, 2) 

write a complete damage report (CDR), and 3) obtain all correct parts before continuing the repair. 

A “Tip” for Shops 
 

You have the power to proactively manage three KPI’s that are very important to 

every insurer, whether you have a DRP arrangement with them or not. 

Understanding the principles of insurance, their language, and the numbers that 

drive the industry, will enable you to outperform your competition and do a better 

job of meeting their needs. 
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